
Present Continuous

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It ____________________ in the ordinary sense of the word, for the
snakes pull themselves over the rabbits as a glove is pulled over the finger,
and the progress to the stomach can be watched through the length of the
snake's neck.

1.

(not/swallow)

Till you've been among them some time and understand them, you can't
think but that they __________________.
2.

(quarrel)

_________________ away?… I want a time to come when I must shudder
at myself.
3.

(why/I/go/?)

I am sorry you ____________ away, as I have not seen you for ages.4. (go)

And I ___________________ the Church either.5. (not/attack)

It _______________ to listen to you!6. (sicken)

________________ for them, and as their authorized agents, in this
endeavor to press amendments upon the attention of Congress?
7.

(we/act/?)

______________________ to see our baby today!8. (you/come over/?)

Somewhat in this latter strain I thought, at the time of which I
______________.
9.

(speak)

It is unfair for me to speak now, it _________________ the game, but will
you tell me at least that you won't be displeased with me if sometime I come
to you, when I have won the right?

10.

(not/play)

______________________________ to Milton's form by any other
writers?
11.

(the word spelt/accord/?)

From every well-born soul humanity ___________.12. (owe)

You may have some statistical objections to my technique tonight, but I
_________________ for fringe effects.
13.

(not/look)
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We ____________________ a musical digest, since music requires
active coöperation by the hearer, nor are we trying to interpret music in terms
of the other arts.

14.

(not/provide)

That's where I ___________.15. (go)

I _________________ any hard work on the scouts for this glorious
summer, but I feel, I instinctively feel, as Julia says, there is something queer
to curiosity in the fire-bug business.

16.

(not/wish)

Even in cases where the play was produced long after Beaumont had
ceased to write for the stage there can be no certainty that we
_______________________ a piece which is an adaptation of an earlier play
by a later hand.

17.

(not/deal with)

In doing this I ________________ to keep the frost away from the plants,
as might be supposed, but rather to prevent the sun from getting at the soil
and thawing the frost that has taken possession of it.

18.

(not/aim)

When the cat brings her kitten a live mouse, she __________________
about instructing it in the art of dealing with mice, but is intent solely upon
feeding her young.

19.

(not/think)

Therefore you ___________________ up contentions and strifes and you
are trying, as far as possible, to make those around you happy, and are
yourself striving to be the same under all circumstances.

20.

(not/stir)
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